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1.0  Introduction 
 

1.1  Purpose 

 

This document describes software architecture for the AVR and AVR-MUX applications. It explains how these applications 

are constructed using the already existing REP (Repeater), REP-MUX, and TV applications. 

 

1.2 Scope 

 

This document is intended to be used in conjunction with, and it largely depends on, the following documents: 

 

- Advantiv Repeater Driver Specifications 

- Advantiv TV Driver Specifications 

 

To get an understanding of the overall system control flow and how the transmitter and receiver libraries fits into this 

architecture, it is required to study the above two documents (and any associated document) first. 



 

2.0  Overview 
 

 

2.1 Hardware 

 

There are different types of reference platforms provided by ADI. The AVR application runs on any of the ADI HDMI RX 

devices or platforms that support both HDMI and Analog input ports. This includes ADV7604, ADV7840, ADV7844, 

ADV7842, and ADV7850 devices or evaluation platforms. 

 

In addition to Analog ADC inputs, the AVR application provides Analog video output (DAC) support using the ADV734x 

and ADV739x video encoders. Analog video output is available at the same time with HDMI output. 

 

The AVR-MUX or REP-MUX applications require ADV3014 or ADV7630 multiplexer devices. 

 

Please refer to Advantiv Software Architecture Specifications document for details on ADI reference platform. 

 

2.2 Software 

 

The AVR application runs on the target platform’s embedded microcontroller. In a typical evaluation platform provided by 

ADI, the board’s FPGA is configured as a Microblaze processor and controls all data routing from input module(s) to the 

output interfaces. More recently, ADI evaluation platforms have ARM based microcontrollers.  

 

All components on the motherboard, as well as the HDMI RX, HDMI TX, and HDMI MUX modules, are controlled by 

system software via I2C. 

 

Please refer to the Advantiv Software Architecture Specifications document for more details. 



 

3.0  Software architecture 
 

 

3.1 Folder structure 

 

Folder structure for the AVR application is based on the addition of the two structures for the Repeater and the TV 

applications and it follows the general ATV software structure described in the Advantiv Software Architecture 

Specifications document. The AVR application supports Analog video output using ADV734x and ADV739x encoder 

devices. Therefore, there are additional folders in the AVR structure (compare to the Repeater-only application) to provide 

such feature. 

 

The AVR application itself resides in the application folder /APP/AVR under the root ATV folder. The /APP/AVR folder 

contains two main folders: /APP/AVR/REP that contains the source code for supporting HDMI Repeater operations and 

/APP/AVR/TV that contains the source code for supporting Analog mode operations. The directory 

/APP/AVR/TV/APP/ENC is required for Analog video output. If MUX devices are used, then /APP/AVR/REP/MUX also 

exist in the application layer 

 

The /MIDLWARE directory contains /MIDLWARE/TV directory to provide support for Analog inputs, in addition to 

/MIDLWARE/COMMON, /MIDLWARE/REP, and /MIDLWARE/RX directories that normally exist for the Repeater-only 

application. For video encoder devices, /MIDLWARE/ENC  is required. For MUX devices, middleware directory includes 

/MIDLWARE/MUXREP directory  

 

The following directories in the library layer provide support for video encoder and MUX devices: /ENC and /MUX 

 

 



3.2  Modes of operation 

 

The AVR application supports both HDMI and Analog inputs.  

 

When it processes HDMI inputs, it is possible for the application to operate in any of the three standard modes of 

operations: Receiver mode, Repeater mode and Transmitter mode. When the AVR application processes Analog inputs, 

then it runs only in the Transmitter mode of operation. Please refer to the Advantiv Repeater Driver Specification for 

information about the “Modes” of operation. 

 

The state variable STATIC UCHAR AvrAnalog (in main.c) indicates HDMI or Analog processing state of operation. If this 

variable is set to 0, then the AVR application processes HDMI inputs and when this variable is set to 1, Analog inputs are 

processes. 

 

There is a UART command that allows user to control this variable. The command is “analog on” or ”analog off”. To enter 

into HDMI input processing and exit from Analog input processing, the function RecToRepState() (in main.c) should be 

called (uart command “analog off”). To enter into Analog input processing and exist from HDMI input processing, 

RepToRecState() function (in main.c) should be called (uart command “analog on”).  

 

AvrAnalog variable is automatically set to a correct value by calling RecToRepState() and RepToRecState() functions. To 

obtain the current setting of this variable, the functon APP_GetAvrState() (in main.c) can be called. 

 

Note that the compile switch “AVR_APPLICATION” macro needs to be set to 1 when compiling the AVR code. 

Otherwise, the application will be compiled for HDMI processing only. 

 



 

4.0 Parameters Setting 
 

4.1 Compilation switches 

 

The AVR driver is also configured through compiler switches (symbols). The switches used for the AVR are derived from 

the switches defined by both the RX and TX libraries. Please see the Advantiv Receiver library specifications and Advantiv 

Transmitter Library Specifications documents for more details. 

Note that all the compilation switches are set using the pre_processors.h header file located in /APP directory. 

 

Below is a list of the switches that must be defined for the AVR/AVR-MUX driver: 

 

RX_DEVICE = 7844 

This defines the target HDMI RX device. Possible values are 7604, 7614, 7840, 7842, 7844, and 7850. The current 

AVR-MUX is defined for 7844 only 

 

TX_DEVICE = 7511 

This defines the target HDMI TX device. Possible values are 7510, 7511. Please note that AVR applications that 

contain ADV8002 or ADV8003, can define 8002 or 8003 respectively for this parameter 

 

RX_USER_CONFIG = 1 

This switch is used to enable the application to configure the receiver library at compile time. If this switch is set to 

1, the configuration file “rep_config.h” will be used for this purpose. This is a requirement for the AVR driver. 

 

RX_USER_INIT = 0 

This switch is used to enable the application to initialize the receiver hardware with certain values during runtime. 

This switch is set to 0 by default for the driver. Please see the Advantiv Receiver Library Specifications document 

for details on how to use this switch. 

 

TX_USER_CONFIG = 1 

This switch is used to enable the application to configure the transmitter library at compile time. If this switch is set 

to 1, the configuration file “rep_config.h” will be used for this purpose. This is a requirement for the AVR driver.  

 

TX_USER_INIT = 0 

This switch is used to enable the application to initialize the transmitter hardware with certain values during 

runtime. This switch is set to 0 by default for the repeater driver. Please see the Advantiv Transmitter Library 

Specifications document for details on how to use this switch. 

 

IGNORE_INT_LINES = 0 

This switch is used when interrupt lines from HDMI RX and HDMI TX to the control processor are not available. 

If this is the case, setting this switch to 1 will cause the repeater driver to always check if any RX or TX interrupts 

are asserted by reading the RX and TX device interrupts registers. If this switch is set to 0, the repeater driver will 

check if interrupts are asserted by reading the processor interrupt status via the HAL APIs (See Advantiv Software 

Architecture Specifications document for details on HAL APIs) 

 

UART_DEBUG = 1 

This switch is used to enable or disable debug output to the console. If set to 0, debug output will be disabled and 

all debug messages will be removed from the code, reducing code size. If set to 1, debug messages from the driver 

will be sent to the console. 

 

MUTE_DEBUG = 1 

This switch is used to enable or disable extended debug output to the console. This includes information about the 

mute state and reason(s) for entering or exiting an audio/video mute state. 

 

RX_HW_INT_ID = 1 



This switch is used to select one of the two possible external interrupts signals as the main interrupt line. There are 

mainly two interrupt outputs INT1 and INT2. This option indicates which of these tow interrupts are the main 

interrupt line. The other interrupt will be automatically selected as the AUDIO_MUTE interrupts. 

 

STRICT_TIMING = 15 

This switch is for demonstration purpose only as it is particular to the processor, the target platform and the 

operating system (if any) in use. It may not be implemented on all platforms supplied by ADI. It is used to restrict 

the time it takes to complete a single iteration of the repeater main loop to the number specified in milliseconds (15 

ms above.) This switch should be omitted for normal repeater operation. 

 

AVR_APPLICATION = 1 

This switch is used to enable the Analog input processing. It should be set to 1 for AVR and AVR_MUX 

applications. 

 

ENC_DEVICE = 7341 

This defines the target video encoder (DAC) device. Possible values are 7340, 7341, 7390, 7391, 7392, 7993 

Please note that AVR applications that contain ADV8002, can define 8002 for this parameter 

 

ENC_USER_CONFIG = 1 

This switch is used to enable the application to configure the encoder library at compile time. If this switch is set to 

1, the configuration file “enc_config.h” will be used for this purpose. This is a requirement for the AVR driver. 

 

REP_USER_CONFIG = 0 

This switch is used to enable the HDMI port priority change order. By default, port processing priority is 

{PORT_A, PORT_B, PORT_C, PORT_D, PORT_NONE}. If this option is define to 1, then 

UserRepRxPortPriority[] can include the desired priority.  

 

MUX_REP_USER_CONFIG = 0 

This switch is used to enable the MUX HDMI port priority change order. By default, port processing priority is 

{PORT_A, PORT_B, PORT_C, PORT_D, PORT_NONE}. If this option is define to 1, then 

UserMuxRepRxPortPriority [] can include the desired priority.  

 

MUX_USER_CONFIG = 1 

This switch is used to enable the ADV3014 MUX processing. It should be set to 1 only for AVR_MUX 

application. If this switch is set to 1, the configuration file “muxrep_config.h” will be used for this purpose. This is 

a requirement for the AVR-MUX driver. For other applications it should be set to 0. 

 

MUX_DEVICE = 3014 

This switch is used to enable the ADV3014 or ADV7630 MUX processing. It should be set to 3014 or 7630 only 

for AVR_MUX application. For other applications it should be set to 0. 

 

4.2 I2C Slave addresses 

 

In the AVR and AVR-MUX systems it is very important to ensure that there is no I2C slave address conflict on devices that 

share the same I2C bus. Please check all the I2C addresses defined in the following files to resolve any duplication of 

address.  

In addition, it is important to ensure there is no I2C address conflict between the video related devices mentioned here and 

the reset of the system that share the same I2C bus. 

 

4.2.1 /APP/AVR/REP/rep_config.h 

This file contains the I2C addresses for HDMI RX and TX devices. 

 

4.2.2 /APP/AVR/REP/MUX/muxrep_config.h 

This file contains the I2C addresses for MUX devices. 



 

4.2.3 /APP/AVR/TV/APP/ENC/enc_config.h 

This file contains the I2C addresses for video encoder (DAV) devices. 

 

4.3 MUX connection 

 

In the AVR-MUX application the assumption is that that output of MUX device is connected to the PORT_A of the HDMI 

RX device If there are two MUX devices, then the HDMI TX of the second MUX is connected PORT_B of the HDMI RX 

device.  

This is reflected in /MIDLWARE/MUXREP/muxrep_lib.h file. If it is required to change the connection of MUX HDMI 

TX to a different HDMI RX input, then you need to adjust the settings for the following parameters in 

/MIDLWARE/MUXREP/muxrep_lib.h file.  

 

 #define MUX1_RX_PORT                     PORT_A 

#define MUX1_RX_PORT_ENC           VRX_BIT_HDMI_ENCRPT_A_ST 

#define MUX2_RX_PORT                     PORT_B 

#define MUX2_RX_PORT_ENC           VRX_BIT_HDMI_ENCRPT_B_ST 

 

 

 


